
English

“You might not write well every day, but you can always edit a bad 

page. You can’t edit a blank page”

― Jodi Picoult





At St Kenelm’s,  the intention of our English curriculum is to enable our pupils to be 

able to confidently communicate their knowledge, ideas and emotions through their 

writing, reaching their full potential and being prepared for the next stage of their 

learning.

We aim to guide and nurture our pupils on their own personal journeys to becoming 

successful writers, by providing exciting writing opportunities and experiences that 

engage and enhance all pupils.

We want our pupils to acquire a wide vocabulary and to be able to spell new words 

by effectively applying the spelling patterns and rules they learn throughout their 

time at St Kenelm’s. We want our pupils to have a solid understanding of grammar 

and apply it effectively to their writing.

We aspire for pupils to write clearly, accurately and coherently, adapting their 

language and style in and for a range of contexts, purposes and audiences. We 

believe that all pupils should be encouraged to take pride in the presentation of 

their writing, in part by developing a legible, cursive, individual handwriting style by 

the time they move to secondary school. We want every child to have a good 

knowledge of phonics to springboard them to becoming fluent writers.

We have planned a progressive curriculum to build upon previous teaching, with 

regular assessment to ensure each child’s needs are met to reach their full potential.



We passionately believe that reading and 
writing are inextricably linked, therefore 
studying the text in both reading and writing 
sessions encourages children to make links 
and become empathetic and ambitious 
writers.

Long, medium and short term planning and 
the use of progression maps ensure that a 
variety of genres are progressively taught and 
built upon both throughout the year and 
throughout the school.

Writing is also a key focus in the wider 
curriculum, especially in ‘Topic’ lessons. 
Children are given the opportunity to transfer 
and build upon their knowledge of a genre 
studied during English lessons and apply this 
learning to a topic focus.



At St Kenelm’s, writing skills are developed through a text-

based approach. From ‘hooking’ the pupils in at the start of a 

unit and exploring the text in order to build an understanding 

of the writer’s craft. Pupils develop a deep understanding of 

the components of writing – planning, drafting, sharing, 

evaluating, revising, editing and then finally publishing within 

their own Writing Journey. 

Our writing curriculum plans for diverse stimuli for writing, 

which encourages high levels of engagement. This allows 

pupils the time to explore the text, for new writing skills to be 

introduced before applying the skills with greater levels of 

independence. 

Texts are carefully chosen to deepen pupils’  knowledge, 

while ensuring pupils are immersed in a rich and varied 

literary heritage.



Teachers use assessment as an integral part of the 
teaching and learning process and link it clearly to the 
children’s next steps. We use formative assessment grids 
(statements taken from progression map).

Constructive marking with ‘next steps’ and ‘modelling’ 
where appropriate. Teachers leave next steps in books 
when marking to ensure that children know exactly what 
they need to do next to make progress in their writing, 
when possible marking should happen with the child. 

Children will polish one piece of work in Key Stage 1 and 
two pieces of work in Key Stage 2 per term, which will be 
added into their Writing Journey. This will then follow 
them through their schooling life at St Kenelm’s. 

The impact on our children is that they have the 
knowledge and skills to be able to write successfully for a 
purpose and audience. With the implementation of the 
writing sequence, children are becoming more confident 
writers and have the ability to plan, draft and edit their 
own work. 

By the end of Key Stage 2, children have developed a 
writer’s craft, they enjoy sustained writing and can 
manipulate language, grammar and punctuation to 
create effect. As all aspects of English are an integral part 
of the curriculum, skills taught in the English lesson’s are 
transferred into other subjects; this shows consolidation 
of skills and a deeper understanding of how and when to 
use specific language, grammar and punctuation.





Topic
Overview 



Early Years English Curriculum Overview
Current Autumn Spring Summer

Theme ALL ABOUT ME 

OWLS

SHAPES ALL AROUND 

CELEBRATIONS

LOOK OUT, LOOK OUT, JACK FROST ABOUT

CHINESE NEW YEAR

PEOPLE WHO HELP US

TRADITIONAL TALES 

WHAT A WONDERFUL WORLD

Topic Links Diwali

Christmas

Nocturnal Animals

PSED

Keeping Healthy

Science- Changing Materials

Traditional Tales from Other Cultures 

Role Play

Creative/ Construction 

Habitats

Life Cycles 

Fiction You Choose

Monkey Puzzle

Super Duper You

Focus Author 

Jack Frost 

Snowflake Mistake 

Snowflakes

Focus Author 

Fairy Stories

Dear Zoo

The Very Hungry Caterpillar 

Rosie's Walk

Focus Author

Non-Fiction Adult Scribing 

Labels

Owls

Celebrations

Information writing

Texts based on people who help us 

Instructions

Information Writing 

Poetry Songs and Rhymes

‘Zim Zam Zoom!’

Rhyming Poetry Our Favourite Poems 



Year 1 English Curriculum Overview
Current Autumn Spring Summer

Theme MEMORY LANE BEHYOND MY VILLAGE DINOSAURS 

Topic Links The Magic Paintbrush- Sequencing 

The Cloud Spotter- Friendship

The Very Hungry Caterpillar- Art 

Meg and Mod- Halloween

Dogger- Kindness 

Cops and Robbers- London Adventure 

The Bad-Tempered Ladybird- Telling the Time

Peace At Last- Funny

Mister Magnolia- Fun/Rhyming 

The Tiger Who Came To Tea- Modern Classic

A Bear Called Paddington- Classic Tale Peru 

Stone Girl, Bone Girl- The Story of Mary Anning 

Funnybones- Silly jokes/Fun

How to Wash a Woolly Mammoth- Instructions 

Dinosaurs in the Supermarket- Funny 

Not Now, Bernard!- Discussion 

Fiction Stories with repeating patterns

Traditional Tales/classics

Recounts

Traditional Tales

Stories with repeating patterns 

Fairy Stories & Traditional Tales

Fantasy 

Non-Fiction Labels, lists and signs

Information Texts

Commands

Instructions

Information Texts

Letters and Description 

Postcard 

Letters

Information Texts 

Poetry Songs and repetitive poems

Poems with pattern and rhyme

Funny poems 

Poems about senses

Humorous Poems

Memorising Poems

Poems about nature 

Traditional Poems 



Year 2 English Curriculum Overview
Current Autumn Spring Summer

Theme PLANES, TRAINS AND AUTOMOBILES LONDON’S BURNING AROUND THE WORLD

Topic Links Information texts

Montgolfier brothers

Wright brothers / Amy Johnson

Steam trains

Morris Motors (local interest)

Space travel

The Great Fire of London

Diary of a Wombat – Jackie French

Baba Yaga – Tony Bradman

Hansel and Gretel – Anthony Browne

The Tin Forest – Helen Ward

A River – Marc Martin 

Cinnamon – Neil Gaiman

Lost and Found – Oliver Jeffers

The Whales’ Song – D Sheldon

Fiction Stories in familiar settings

Traditional Tales / Fables

Character description

Traditional tales from different cultures

Stories about the wild – storyboard

Diary entry 

Stories by the same author – Anthony Browne

Quest and adventure stories

Dialogue

Non-Fiction Instructions

Trip recount

Character description

Letter writing

Writing about real events

Diary entry (Samuel Pepys)

Trip recount

Non-chronological report

Book review

Trip recount

End of year writing

Poetry Performance poetry – Harvest

Songs and repetitive poems

The senses

Humorous poetry

Favourite Poems 

Learning poems by heart



Year 3/4 English Curriculum Overview
Current Autumn Spring Summer

Theme MAGICAL MUMMIES EARTH MATTERS YABBA,DABBA,DOO!

Topic Links The Egyptian Cinderella- Shirley Climo

The Secrets of a Sun King- Emma Carroll 

The Magic and the Mummy- Terry Deary

The Lost Thing- Shaun Tan (Film)

The Lorax- Dr. Seuss

The Secret of Black rock. 

Why the Whales came?

Romulus & Remus.

The Stone Age Boy- Satoshi Kitamura

Fiction Write a fairytale 

Character description 

Setting description 

Story based on another culture- Wangari’s Tress of 

Peace: A story from Africa. 

Adventure story 

Aesops fables.

Story boards.

Story writing, 

Play scripts.

Non-Fiction Biography- Hatshepsut Egypt. 

Trip recount. 

Newspaper report- Howard Carter

Holiday Brochure- visiting Ancient Egypt

Explanations text about Plastic Pollution. Instructions, 

Fairtrade advertisements 

Posters

Persuasive Letter

Instructions

Information writing, 

Wanted poster/description - Boudicca

Poetry Acrostic poems

Kennings 

Shape poems

Visual poetry 

Poems on common themes

Narrative poetry 

Theme BRILLIANT BRAZIL CHILDREN IN WORLD WAR II VISITING THE VILLAGE

Topic Links The Explorers by Katherine Rundell. 

The Great Kapok Tree and The Shaman’s 

Apprentice by Lynne Cherry.

Friend or Foe by Michael Murpurgo. 

Letters from the Lighthouse- Emma Carroll 

The Journey- Aaron Becker 

The Iron Man – Ted Hughes

Street Beneath my feet- Charlotte Guillain. 

Fiction The Great Chocoplot- Chris Callaghan 

Descriptive settings, 

Story boards

Narrative 

Historical stories Character descriptions. 

Write a fantasy story,

Letter writing.

Non-Fiction Information posters

Trip recounts

Persuasive Letter

Evacuation diary

Advertisements

Letters home

Trip Recount,

Instructions 

Explanations.

Poetry Repeated pattern poetry. 

Shape poem for Christmas

Easter Haikus & cinquains. Limerick Poetry 



Year 5/6 English Curriculum Overview
Current Autumn Spring Summer

Theme WHO LET THE GODS OUT? WATER WATER EVERYWHERE ARABIAN NIGHTS

Topic Links Ancient Greeks Myths & Legends
Who Let the Gods out? – Maz Evans

Journey to the River Sea – Eva Ibbotson
The River Singers by Tom Moorhouse
The Dam – David Almond

1001 Tales
Early Islamic Civilisation
Four Feet, Two Sandals - Karen Lynn Williams & Khadra 
Mohammed

Fiction Character description
Write a Myth

Adventure Story
Diary 

Story based on another culture – Arabian Nights
Play script

Non-Fiction Newspaper Report
Explanation – famous historical site and its 
use
Travel guide

Explanation of The Thames Barrier
Persuasive Poster Thames Barrier
Letter writing

Trip Recount
Thank you letter/ End of year writing
Information poster

Poetry Narrative Poetry  - Epic Classic Poetry Choral and Performance Poems 

Theme QUEST FOR THE KINGDOM AN ITALIAN ESCAPADE OFF WITH THEIR HEADS

Topic Links Freedom for Bron - N.S. Blackman
Beowulf – Michael Morpurgo
How to be a Viking – Cressida Cowell

The Brockenspectre – Linda Newbury
Mountains
Escape from Pompeii – Christina Balit

Diver’s Daughter - Patrice Lawrence 
A Midsummer Night’s Dream – Shakespeare

Fiction Diary entry
Character/Setting description

Adventure story
Play script

Character changes
Setting description – atmosphere

Non-Fiction Biography
Recount

Persuasion tourist brochure 
Complaint letter

Information text
Comparison text
Trip Recount
Thank you letter/ End of year writing

Poetry Kennings  Beowulf Visual Poetry  Mountain Poem Poet Study: Shakespeare iambic pentameter



Spelling



We believe that children should have a solid understanding 
of the sound and spelling system and use this to read and 
spell accurately. This enables them to access texts that are 
inspiring and communicate their skills in a literary context. 
We build children's speaking and listening skills in as well as 
preparing them for learning to read by developing their 
phonic/spelling knowledge and skills.

In KS1, key words/spelling patterns are sent home for 
children to consolidate their learning with parents/carers. 
These are tested on a regular basis and are taken from the 
scheme Jolly Grammar. 

In KS2, spelling is taught using Spelling Shed. This is 
accomplished through a discreet spelling lesson. New 
spellings are reinforced throughout the week, through daily 
spelling and grammar sessions. Weekly spellings are given to 
the children and tested at the end of the week.



Spelling
Overview















Grammar



Spelling and punctuation is taught from Reception 
onwards and grammar sessions are introduced in Year 1.  
Jolly Grammar 1 and Jolly Grammar 2 are used as key 
resources in KS1.  ‘Tricky’ words are taught and children 
have weekly spelling tests based on appropriate spelling 
patterns and lists.

Pupils have discrete Grammar lessons once a week 
based on National Curriculum objectives and 
expectations for each year group, with lower and higher 
objectives used to support and/or challenge pupils at a 
level appropriate to their ability/need.



Grammar
Overview 















Text
Overview 

















Progression 
of skills



Writing: Composition

Rec Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4 Year 5 Year 6
Pl

an
ni

ng
 w

ir
in

g

Write simple 
sentences which can 
be read by 
themselves and 
others

Say out loud what they are going
to write about

Context for writing
Writingnarrativesaboutpersonal
experiences andthoseof others 
(real andfictional)
Writing about realevents
Writing poetry
Writing for different purposes

Plan writing
Plan or say out loud what they 
are going to write about. 
Write ideas and/or key words 
including new vocabulary 

Discuss writing similar to thatwhich they are planning to write in order to 
understand and learn from its structure, vocabulary and grammar.
Discuss and record ideas.

Identify the audience for and purpose of the writing, selecting the
appropriate formand using other similar writing as models for their
own
Note anddevelop initial ideas,drawingonreadingand research where
necessary
In writing narratives, consider how authors have developed 
charactersand settings in whatpupils have read, listened to or seen
performed.

D
ra

ft
in

g
 w

ri
ti

ng

Composing a sentence orally
before writing it
Sequencing sentences to form
short narratives

Encapsulating whatthey wantto
say,sentence by sentence

Composing and rehearsing sentences orally (including dialogue),
progressively building a varied and rich vocabulary and an increasing range
of sentence structures
Organising paragraphs around a theme
In narratives, creating settings, characters and plot
In non-narrative material, using simple organisational devices (headings &
subheadings)

Select appropriate grammar and vocabulary, understanding how
such choices can change and enhance meaning
Using awiderangeofdevices tobuild cohesion within and across
paragraphs
Précis longer passages
In narratives, describing settings, characters and atmosphere and
integrating dialoguetoconveycharacterandadvancethe action
Usingfurtherorganisationalandpresentationaldevicesto structure
text and to guide the reader (bullet points, headings, underlining)

E
d
it

in
g
 w

ri
ti

ng

Re-reading whatthey have written
to checkthat it makes sense
Discuss what they have written
with the teacher or other pupils

Make additions, revisions and 
corrections to their own writing 
by:
• Evaluating their writing

with the teacher and
other pupils

• Re-reading tocheckthat
their writing makes sense
andthat verbs to indicate
time areused correctly
and consistently, 
including verbs in the
continuous form

Proof read to check for errors in 
spelling, grammar and 
punctuation (with support)

Evaluate and edit:
• Assess theeffectiveness oftheirownandothers’writing and 

suggesting improvements
• Propose changes to grammar and vocabulary to improve  

consistency, including the accurate use of pronouns in sentences
Proof read for spelling and punctuation errors

Evaluate and edit:
• Assess the effectiveness of their ownand others’ writing
• Propose changes to vocabulary, grammar and punctuation to

enhance effects and clarify meaning
• Ensure the consistent andcorrectuse of tense throughout a 

piece of writing
• Ensure correct subject and verb agreement when using 

singular and plural,distinguishing between the language of 
speech and writing and choosing theappropriate register

Proof read for spelling and punctuation errors

Pe
rf

or
m

in
g
 

Read their writing aloud clearly
enough to be heard by their peers 
and theteacher.

Read aloud what they have
written with appropriate 
intonation to make the meaning
clear

Read their own writing aloud, to a group or the whole class, using 
appropriate intonation and controlling the tone and volume so that the
meaning is clear.

Perform their own compositions, using appropriate intonation,
volume, andmovement sothatmeaning isclear.









Punctuation 
Progression
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